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1. You can be a star

Life is hard and then you die

there's no mercy here for you

see the birds, you want to fly

how they do, you've got no clue

Working hard from dawn to dusk

freedom's here at any cost

money spent is money lost

in the end we turn to dust

You can be a star

shining from afar

never coming close

like a precious rose

We won't change a thing

just add a little bling

you'll be like a god

even though you're odd

Your blood will be running cold

sending shivers down your spine

knowing that you're getting old

when you try to walk the line

You're holding your head up high

when you're looking at the stars

you wish and you draw a sigh

as they pass by in the night

You can be a star

shining from afar

never coming close

like a precious rose

We won't change a thing

just add a little bling

you'll be like a god

even though you're odd

2. Zodiac (Instrumental)
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3. Constellations

Laying down your sword

was it worth the fight

longing for a word

reaching at the light

Glancing at the sky

in the moonless night

wish you were up there

shining down your light

Altair, Cygnus, Andromeda

Acrux, Vega, Cassiopeia

Pollux, Hydra, Ursa Major

Cepheus, Phoenix, Ursa Minor

Tearing down the world

solve the quest for God

make yourself be heard

write the script in blood

Dreaming of the stars

in the velvet sky

banish all the wars

never gonna die

Altair, Cygnus, Andromeda

Acrux, Vega, Cassiopeia

Pollux, Hydra, Ursa Major

Cepheus, Phoenix, Ursa Minor

Virgo, Taurus, Reticulum

Leo, Serpens, Sagittarius

Perseus, Pictor, Eridanus

Scorpius, Libra, Horologium

4. You can be a star (reprise)

Little things they mean so much

we forget the human touch

no one out there’s on the watch

you know there's 

so much and such

Fighting here at all the time

go get a place in the sun

keeping off the social slime

next thing you know 

you're on the run

You can be a star

shining from afar

never coming close

like a precious rose

We won't change a thing

just add a little bling

you'll be like a god

even though you're odd
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